
         _______________________'s Goal Progress Analysis

        My Goal:_________________________________________________________________

         ________________________________________________________________________

        Write specifically what is happening now towards achieving your goal under  
        Opportunity and the Benefits and Obstacles for each where appropriate. 

    Opportunity/Option                    Benefit/Obstacle 

                                        
                       

 

         Has the goal been accomplished   Yes    No     In Progress 

       Explain why or why not? 

         ______________________________________________________________________ 

         ______________________________________________________________________

         Does the goal need to be revised?   Yes    No        If yes, revise with Goal Planning 

         Worksheet 
         If a new goal is needed, begin the process with the C.R.O.S.S.ROADS Goal Setting 
         Worksheet. 
          ___________________________________________      _________________ 
                        Accountability Partner Signature   Date      

The "Walk the Talk" theme, Walk the Talk Quotes, life 
principle, Integrity, and tying them in with writing a Creed 
could not have gone better.  Everyone got involved, first 
with the researching different creeds idea in the Practice 
13 Implementation Ideas and then the groups analyzed 
some of them with the 4 steps in the How to Write a 
Creed power point.  From there we wrote a class creed 
with each group offering ideas and then collectively 
deciding on the final wording. 
Now on to class goal setting.  I’m going to let them select 
some specific areas they see as needing to be addressed 
like transitioning between classes.  Think I’ll use one of the 
Lesson Plans for Introducing Goal Setting to get started.   

  

The class is starting off with a common goal and language 
to “WALK” through the year.  In groups the students used 
the  Mind Map on Creeds to apply what it would look like 
in the different areas in school.  I think this clarification will 
build a common expectation.  I may show the Walk the Talk 
video as a reminder as needed.  I won’t have to say 
anything, just hand out the Student Goal Progress Sheet 1 
for students to do a self-evaluation.      
 A major benefit from this has been the collective effort by 
everyone.  No one can disagree that we each are 
responsible for ‘walking the talk’ so I’m hoping this creed 
will make it easier to encourage and support each other.   
One student offered suggestions for reminding each other 
when a situation occurs by asking the question,” What’s 
your talk?” or using the sign language, Walk   Talk  .     

                               Ms. Tucker

 To have my students write a class creed to use as a goal for personal and class behavior and 

     academic expectations and as part of the standard for resolution of any incidents. 

 This will be an ongoing goal throughout the year with evaluations and revisions as needed.  
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